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ABSTRACT 
We first characterize the n-by-n irreducible sign-pattern matrices A that are sign 
idempotent, that is A = A’. To identify the n-by-n reducible sign idempotent 
patterns, we develop the upper diagonal completion process to find the sign pattern of 
each off-diagonal block in an upper block triangular sign-pattern matrix A, so that 
A = A’. Next we analyze the completion process qualitatively, and then discuss a 
graph-theoretic interpretation of it. We then formulate the first characterization of 
sign idempotent patterns in terms of the upper diagonal completion process. Finally 
we establish a graph-theoretic characterization of sign idempotent patterns. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Qualitative matrix analysis involves the study of properties that are either 
required or allowed based just upon knowledge of the signs of the entries of a 
matrix. A matrix whose entries consist of the symbols + , - , and 0 is called a 
sign-pattern matrix. For each n-by-n sign-pattern matrix A, there is a natural 
class of real matrices whose entries have the signs indicated by A. If 
A = (ajj> is an n-by-n sign-pattern matrix, then the sign-pattern class of A is 
defined by 
We shall be interested in the cycles and chains in a sign-pattern matrix, 
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since every real matrix associated with it has the same qualitative cycle and 
chain structure. If A = (aij> is an n-by-n sign-pattern matrix, then a product 
of the form y = n,,i2ui,i,‘... nik ., in which the index set {ii, i,, . , i, j} 
consists of distinct indices, is called a chain of length k from i, to j. If the 
index j = i,, then y is called a simple cycle of length k. A cycle or a chain is 
said to be negative (respectively, positive) if it contains an odd (respectively, 
even) number of negative entries and no entries equal to zero. 
Recall that a real n-by-n matrix B is said to be iclempotent if B = B”. 
Analogously, a square sign-pattern matrix A is said to be sign idempotent if 
B2 E Q(A) whenever B E Q(A); henceforth we write A = A”. One impor- 
tant reason for studying sign idempotence is that powers of sign idempotent 
matrices preserve not only the sign pattern, but also the cycle structure of the 
matrix. In qualitative matrix analysis, the answers to many require and allow 
questions depend entirely upon the cycle structure of the matrix (see [2, 31). 
If A and C are n-by-n sign-pattern matrices, then A + C exists, that is, 
A + C is qualitatively defined if uijclj f - for all i and j in {l, 2, , n}. 
The product AC exists if no two terms in the sum 
c a c. tk kl 
k=l 
are oppositely signed, for all i and j in {I, 2, . , n}. In order to simplify our 
notation, in the remainder of this paper, we let P = ( pij> be the product 
matrix A’. If P is defined for an n-by-n sign-pattern matrix A = (n,j), then 
It is worth mentioning that if A is a sign idempotent matrix, then its 
sign-pattern class Q< A) f orms a semigroup under matrix multiplication. 
Our objective is to characterize n-by-n sign patterns that are sign idempo- 
tent. The entrywise nonzero qualitative matrices (sign patterns consisting of 
+ ‘s and - ‘s only) for which A = A2 are classified in Theorem 4.1 of [8]. It is 
shown that if A is an entrywise nonzero sign-pattern matrix, then A = A” if 
and only if A is cyclically positive, that is, all simple cycles in A are positive. 
It is also shown that if aij = 0 for some indices i and j in {l, 2, , n), then 
A = A’ only if A is partly decomposable (see Theorem 4.3 in [8]), that is, 
there are n-by-n premutation matrices Q2 and Qi such that 
A, 0 
949; = A,, A, 1 
[ 1 
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(A, and A, square). In the special case when Q2 = QT, then A is said to be 
reducible. (If no such permutation matrices exist, then A is said to be 
indecomposable.) We generalize these results in this paper by classifying all 
sign patterns that are sign idempotent. 
By a partial block sign-puttern matrix we mean a rectangular array whose 
entries are sign-pattern matrices, the entries in certain locations of which are 
particular, known sign patterns. We refer to the known entries as specijed 
blocks and the remaining entries as unspecified blocks. By a completion of a 
partial block matrix A = ( Aij). we mean a conventional sign-pattern matrix ,. A 
A = ( Aij), where each A.. is a sign-pattern matrix of the same dimension as Aa . 
A,i, and if Aij is specific , then Aij = Ail. A qualitative matrix completion 
problem, then, is to find a completion of a partial sign-pattern matrix in a 
certain class or with a particular property. Our interest here is to find 
completions of certain partial block sign-pattern matrices that are sign 
idempotent 
We first need some graph-theoretic notions to describe our results and 
proofs. The directed graph (digraph) D(A) f o an n-by-n sign-pattern matrix 
A is the directed graph on n vertices I, 2, . , n, such that there is a directed 
edge in D(A) from i to j, denoted by (i, j), if and only if nlJ f 0. The set of 
all vertices is called the tierter set V, and the set of all edges is called the 
edge set E. 
1. IRREDUCIBLE SIGN IDEMPOTENT PATTERNS 
To simplify notation, in the remainder of this paper we let the index set 
(1,2,. . , n} be represented by N. We let the class of sign idempotent 
matrices be denoted by SI. The first two lemmas are clear, and we state them 
without proof. 
LEMMA 1.1. The class SI is closed under the follou;ing operations: 
(i) signature similarity; 
(ii) permutation similarity; and 
(iii) transposition. 
Part (ii) of Lemma 1.1 allows us to assume that a matrix is in Frobenius 
normal form when investigating sign idempotent matrices. 
LEMMA 1.2. IfA = (a,.) is an n-by-n (n > 2) sign idempotent matrix, 
and ifui, = 0 for some i an & J zn N, then each product aikaki = 0 for cl11 k in 
N. 
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An n-by-n (n > 2) matrix A = (aij> is said to be transitive if aili # 0 and 
akj # 0 imply that aij # 0 for any i, j, and k in N. An immediate conse- 
quence of Lemma I.2 is that a sign idempotent matrix in transitive. 
LEMMA 1.3. Zf A is an n-by-n (n 2 2) irreducible sign idempotent 
matrix, then A is entytiise nonzero. 
Proof. Suppose A = (ai ) is an n-by-n irreducible sign idempotent 
matrix. For any indices i an d .’ J m N, the irreducibility of A implies that 
there is a path form i to j, say, u~~,u~,~, e-0 akJ z 0, where each k,, 
h = 1,2, , m, is in N. By repeatedly using the transitivity of A, it follows 
that ai1 f 0. Since i and j are arbitrary indices in N, we conclude A is 
entrywise nonzero. n 
From Lemma 1.3, we know that an irreducible n-by-n (n > 2) sign 
idempotent matrix is entrywise nonzero; and from Theorem 4.1 in [8], we 
know that an entrywise nonzero sign-pattern matrix is sign idempotent if and 
only if it is cyclically positive. Theorem 3.4 in [6] proves that a (1, - 1) real 
matrix that is cyclically positive is diagonally similar to the all-l’s matrix. 
Consequently an irreducible sign idempotent matrix may be taken to be an 
entrywise positive sign-pattern matrix. We state this formally as follows: 
THEOREM 1.4. Zf A is an n-by-n (n 2 2) irreducible sign-pattern matrix, 
then A is sign idempotent if and only if it is entywise positive (up to 
equivalences, as stated in Lemma 1.1). 
2. REDUCIBLE SIGN IDEMPOTENT MATRICES AND THE 
UPPER DIAGONAL COMPLETION PROCESS 
If A is a reducible sign idempotent matrix in Frobenius normal form, 
then it is clear that each irreducible diagonal block of A is sign idempotent. 
In the remainder of this paper, we use the results of Section 1, and assume 
that each nonzero irreducible diagonal block Aii of A is entrywise positive. 
Further, in terms of block multiplication, Pij = AiiAtj + Ai,i+i A,+,,j 
+ *.. +AjjA, = Aj,. The key question here is: What are the possible sign 
patterns of the off-diagonal blocks Aij so that the above equation is satisfied? 
The remainder of this paper is dedicated to answering this question, and to 
this end, we state our first lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose A is an n-by-n reducible, sign idempotent matrix. 
Zf Aii and AjJ are entywise positive n,-by-n, and nj-by-nj matrices, respec- 
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tively, and if the n,-by-n, matrix Aij contains a zero entry, then A,, is a 
O-block. 
Proof. Assume Aij contains a zero entry, say, ( Aij)rk = 0 for some k in 
N, and some r in Nj. Then (Pij&,. = 0, and it follows that ( Aii)ks( Aij)sr = 0 
for all s in Ni. However, ( Aii)ks = + for all s in N, implies that ( Aij),,. = 0 
for all s in Nj. Consequently the rth column of Aij is an entrywise 
O-column. Similarly ( Aij)km( A.j),,, = 0 for all m in Nj. Since ( Ajj),, = + 
for all m in Nj, we conclude that ( Aij)km = 0 for all m in Nj. Thus the kth 
row of Ai. is entrywise zero. Since ( Aijjkr 
c 
is an arbitrary O-entry in the rth 
column o Aii, we conclude that every row of Aij is a O-row, that is, Aij is a 
O-block. n 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf Aji and Ajj are respectively ni-by-n, and nj-by-nj enty- 
wise positive matrices, and Aij is an n,-by-nj entry&se nonzero matrix, then 
6) Ai, A ij is defined if and only if each column Aij contains only + ‘s or 
only -‘s, and 
(ii) Ajj Ajj is defined if and only if each row of Aij contains only +‘s or 
only -“s. 
Proof. 
(blj b2j 
For simplicity, let Aij = H = (hij) and Aij = B = (b,,). Then 
1.. bnj)T is the jth column of B for all j in Nj, and (h,, h,, ... 
h,, > is the first row of H. Consequently 
(HB)lj = 2 hlkbkj 
k=l 
is defined if and only if bkj = hlk, or bkj = -h,, for all k in N,. Thus (co1 
j), = *(row ljH. T We omit the proof of (ii>, since the argument used is 
similar to the one used to prove (3. n 
Combining Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we obtain 
LEMMA 2.3. ZfA is an n-by-n reducible sign-pattern matrix such that Aii 
and Ajj are ent ywise positive diagonal blocks, then A is sign io!empotent only 
if the sign pattern of Aij is obtained as follows: 
(i) Aij contains only + ‘s or only -‘s, or 
(ii) Aij = 0. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose A is an n-by-n reducible sign-idempotent matrix 
where Aii is an n,-by-n, entywise positive matrix and Ajj = (0). Zf Aij 
contains a O-entry, then Aij is an entywise O-column matrix. 
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Proof. To simplify notation, let Aii = N = (hij) and Ai- = B = (hi.). 
Assume b, = 0 for some r in Nj. By sign idempotence, we now that t I h e 
product entry (HI?),, = 0, and 
k h,,bkj = (HB),., = 0 
k=l 
However h,, # 0 implies that b,j = 0 for all k in Ni. n 
Since a matrix is sign idempotent only if each off-diagonal block Pjj is 
defined, we obtain the following: 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose A is an n-by-n reducible sign-pattern matrix. lf Aii 
is entywise positive and Ajj = (O), th en A is sign idempotent only if Aij = 0 
or A,, contains only t’s or only -‘s. 
We should remark that if Aii = (0) and Ajj is an nj-by-nj entrywise 
positive matrix, then we can state results for A,, analogous to those given in 
Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5. In the remainder of this ‘paper, we refer to the latter 
results as Lemmas 2.4(u) and 2.5(u). 
Suppose A = (n,,) is an n-by-n reducible, sign idempotent matrix in 
Frobenius normal form containing m diagonal blocks. Further assume A 
contains t consecutive I-by-I O-diagonal blocks, where Aii (1 < i < m) is the 
first of the t consecutive O-diagonal blocks. It is not difficult to show that the 
t adjacent l-by-l O-diagonal blocks are the diagonal entries of a t-by-t 
O-diagonal block in A. We relabel and denote this t-by-t O-block by A,i, and 
the diagonal O-entries in Ali by Ai,i,, AILiL, , Aili,. Repeat this labeling 
procedure, if necessary, until all consecutive I-by-l O-diagonal blocks in A 
have been relabeled as described above. Call this the modified Frobenius 
normal form of A. We note that the diagonal blocks of a matrix in modified 
Frobenius normal form are entrywise positive matrices or entrywise 0 matri- 
ces. Since a reducible sign-pattern matrix A in Frobenius normal form can 
be relabeled as described above, we may assume, without loss of generality, 
that A is in modified Frobenius normal form. 
If A is an m-by-m block reducible matrix, then the off-diagonal blocks 
A,.i ck lie on the k th superdiagonal for all k = 1,2, , m - 1. Due to the 
triangular structure of A, each Pi,i+k in the product matrix P = A” is 
independent of all terms above the kth superdiagonal. This independence 
allows us to complete the sign pattern of A so that A = A”, as described in 
the following: 
ALGOHITHM 2.6 (The upper diagonal completion process. Suppose A = 
(ALi) is an m-by-m reducible, partial block sign-pattern matrix in modified 
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Frobenius normal form. Determine the sign pattern of each off-diagonal 
block as follows: 
(i) Start with the 1st superdiagonal. Determine the sign patterns of each 
off-diagonal block Ai. i + 1 using Lemma 2.3 if Aii and Ai+ r, i + 1 are entrywise 
positive (up to equivalences), Lemma 2.5 for each diagonal block of Ai + ,, i + 1 
if Aii is equivalent to an entrywise positive matrix and Ai + , i + 1 is a O-block, 
or Lemma 2.5(ii) for each diagonal block of Aii so that Ai_ l,i Ai,,+l is 
unambiguously defined if Aii is a O-block and Ai+ r i + 1 is equivalent to an 
entrywise positive matrix. Move up to the next diagonal (if there is one>. 
(ii) For each unspecified entry Aj, i+k on the kth superdiagonal, k = 
2,3 ,_.., m - l,if Pi,i+k = A,iA,,i+k + Ai,i+kAi+k,i+k usestep(i)with i + k 
replacing it, otherwise let Ai, i +k = Aj, i+ r Ai+ 1, i+k. When all blocks are 
specified on this diagonal, move up to the next diagonal, if there is one, 
increase k by 1 for all k = 2,3, . , m - 2, and repeat (ii> 
EXAMPLE 2.7. Let 
A= 
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If - - - 
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I 
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-c 
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I 
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_ _ _ - 
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The sign pattern of each off-diagonal block in A was determined using the 
nonzero options in the upper diagonal completion process. a 
THEOREM 2.8. Suppose A is a reducible sign-pattern matrix in modijed 
Frobenius normal form, each of whose nonxero diagonal blocks is entywise 
positive. Then A is sign idempotent only if each off-diagonal block Aij is 
obtained using Algorithm 2.6. 
Proof. The result follows from Lemmas 2.3, 2.5, and 2.5(ii). 
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To establish that completing each off-diagonal block of a reducible 
sign-pattern matrix A by the upper diagonal completion process is sufficient 
for sign idempotence, we use a graph-theoretic approach in the next section. 
3. A GRAPH-THEORETIC INTERPRETATION OF REDUCIBLE 
SIGN IDEMPOTENT MATRICES 
If A is a reducible sign idempotent matrix in modified Frobenius normal 
form, and if A,i and Ajj are entrywise positive, then according to the upper 
diagonal completion process, 
o-block, 
A,j is a signed matrix or a O-block. If A,, is a 
each column of Ai. is signed; and if Ajj is a O-block, each row of 
Ai, is signed. We show t at we can perform a sequence of signature h 
similarities on A, where a qualitative signature matrix is a diagonal sign-pat- 
tern matrix with an entrywise nonzero diagonal, so that A is signature similar 
to a matrix, say SAS, each of whose off-diagonal blocks is a positively signed 
matrix or a O-block. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose A is u reducible sign-pattern matrix in modified 
Frobenius nor-mu1 form containing m diagonal blocks. If each nonzero diago- 
nal block is entrywise positiae, and each of-diagonal block is determined 
using Algorithm 2.6, then A is signature similar to an m-by-m upper block 
triangular matrix, each of whose block entries is a positively signed matrix or 
a O-block. 
Proof. Let Q be the qualitative identity matrix, that is, the signature 
matrix with a positive diagonal. Let S, be the block signature matrix defined 
as follows: 
&I = Q”,, (here 0 is n,-by-n,) and, 
sj.i = 
I 
Q?1, if Alj is 0 or positively signed, 
-Or,, if ALj is negatively signed 
for all j = 2,3, . , m. Then A is signature similar to the matrix S, AS,, 
where 
Qu,AljQrt, = A,j if A, j is positively signed or 0, 
= 
Q~,AI~(-Q,~,) = Alj if A, j is positively signed. 
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Clearly S, AS, is a block upper triangular matrix whose first row consists of 
positively signed matrices and/or O-blocks. Suppose Si is the block signature 
matrix defined by 
s,, = on,> Szz = Qnz,. . , Sji = Q”,, and 
Qn, if [(Si_i **. S,S,)A(S,S, *.. Si_l)]ii 
Sjj = 
is positively signed or 0, 
-Qn, if [( SiPI ... S,S,) A( S,S, .** Si_,)Iii 
is negatively signed 
for all j = i + 1, i + 2,. . . , m. Assume the first k rows of the signature 
similarity (S, ... S,S,)A(S,S, ... S,) consist of positively signed matrices 
and/or O-blocks for all k < i. Define the block signature matrix S,+r by 
S,i = Qn> SZZ = Qn,> . . ) Si+l,i+ 1 = Qn,+,> and 
i 
On, if [( Si ... S,S,)A(S,S, ... S,)] ij is positively signed or 0, 
sjj = 
- Qn, if [( Si ... S,S,) A( S,S, ... S,)] jj is negatively signed 
for all j = i + 2, i + 3, . . , m. To simplify notation, let P = (Si ... 
S,S1)A(S,S, *** Si). Suppose(Si+,PSi+,)hk is an arbitrary entry in the first i 
rows of S. I+IPSi+l (h < i). Then(Si+,PSi+i)hk = ShhPhkSkk. Byhypothesis, 
PILk is positively signed or an n,,-by-nk O-block. Consequently (Sj+ 1 PS,, l)hk 
= Qn,,PizkQnk = Phk is positively signed or a O-block. Thus the first i rows of 
si+lpsi+l consist of positively signed matrices or O-blocks. Now let 
(si+lpsi+l)i+l,k be an arbitrary entry in the (i + 1)st row of Si + i PS, + I. If 
pi+I k 
‘i+l’k, 
is positively signed or a O-block, (Sj + i Psi+ l)i + I, k = Qn,Pi+ ,, k Qn, = 
which is clearly positively signed or a O-block. If Pi+ 1, k is negatively 
sign&d, then (si+~Psi+~)i+l,k = Qn,+,f’i+I,k(-Qnk) = -PI+l,k, which is 
positively signed. It follows that the first i + 1 rows of Si+ , PS,, 1 = ( Si+ 1 
1.. S,S,)A(S,S2 ..* Si + , consist of positively signed matrices or O-blocks. By 
induction, we conclude that A is signature similar to the entrywise nonnega- 
tive matrix (S,,, .a. S,S,)A(S,S2 ... S,). n 
We are now prepared to interpret the upper diagonal completion process 
graph-theoretically. Let A be a reducible sign-pattern matrix having m 
diagonal blocks. If each block entry in A is a positively signed matrix or a 
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O-block, then we form the m-by-m reduced matrix R = (ril) of A as follows: 
+ if A,, is positively signed, 
r. = 
‘J 0 if A,j is a O-block 
for all i and j in m. The directed graph of the reduced matrix R is called the 
reduced directed graph of A, denoted by RD(A). In somewhat different 
terms, the reduced graph of a nonnegative matrix is defined in [9]. We say 
RD( A) is transitively closed if for any (i, j> and (j, k) in the edge set E, the 
edge (i, k) is in E (see Example 8.7 in [9]). 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose A is a nonnegative sign-pattern matrix in modified 
Frobenius normal form, each of whose nonzero diagonal blocks is entywise 
positive. If each ofl-diagonal block is obtained using the upper diagonal 
completion process, then RD( A) is transitively closed. 
Proof. Assume A is a sign-pattern matrix that satisfies the conditions 
stated in the lemma. For contradiction, suppose that RD( A) is not transi- 
tively closed. Then there is a k such that i + 1 < k < j - 1, where the edges 
(i, k), (k,j), (i,j) satisfy one of the two cases below: 
Case (i). Suppose the edges (i, k) and (k,j) are in E, and (i, j) is not in 
E. Then Ai. = 0, and Ai, Akj is positively signed. By Algorithm 2.6(u) we 
have the folfowing: 
Aij =Ai,i+lAi+, 
. . 
1 
= Ai, Akj = -.- = Aj,j-,A,j-l,J. 
However, Aij = Ai, Akj implies that Aij Z 0, and, consequently, (i, j> E E, 
which contradicts the assumption that (i, j) @ E. 
Case (ii). Suppose that (i, j) E E and either (i, k) E E or (k, j) E E, 
but not both. Assume (i,j> and (i, k) are in E, but (k,j) E E. Then Aij and 
Ai, are positively signed, and Akj = 0. From case (i), we have Aij = Ai, AkJ 
+Oforallk=i+I,...,j-1.ThusA~~fOandA~j#0,andthereare 
edges (i, k) and (k, j) in E, which contradicts the assumption that (k, j> E E. 
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A similar argument holds if (i, j) and (k, j) are in E but (i, k) G E. 
Consequently we conclude that RD( A) is transitively closed. n 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose A is an m-by-m reducible sign-pattern matrix in 
modified Frobenius normal form, each nonzero diagonal block is entywise 
positive, and the sign pattern of each ofJldiagonal block is determined using 
the upper diagonal completion process. Then A is sign idempotent. 
Proof. We use the results of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 to assume, without loss 
of generality, that RD( A) is transitively closed. First assume Ajj = 0 for any 
i and j in M; and for contradiction, suppose there is a k such that 
i + 1 < k <j - 1 and Ai, Akj # 0. Then (i, k) and (k,j) are in the edge 
set E of the directed graph RD(A). Since RD(A) is transitively closed, 
(i, j> E E, which implies that Aij # 0. However, this contradicts the assump- 
tion that Aij = 0. Thus 
PiI = AiiAij + 0 + ... i-0 + AijAjJ = 0 + 0 + ... +0 = 0 = Aij 
Now suppose that Aij # 0. 
Case (i). Assume that Aii and Ajj are entrywise positive. Then A,,Aij 
and Aij Ajj are positively signed, and for each k such that i + 1 < k <j - 1, 
Aik Akj = Aij follows by the same argument as given in the proof of 
Lemma 3.2, case (i), and we conclude that Pij = Ai.. 
Case (ii). Assume Aii is entrywise positive an d AJj is a O-block. Then 
Aii Aij is positively signed, and, as in case (i>, Aik Akj = Aij for all k such 
that i + 1 < k <j - 1, so that Pij = Aij. 
Case (iii). Assume Aij is a O-block, and Ajj is entrywise positive. Then 
reversing the roles of Aij and Ajj in case (ii> implies that Pi. = Aij. 
Case (iv). Assume Aii and Ai, are O-blocks. By step (ii) o 1 the completion 
process, we know Aij = Ai i+, Ai+ 1 j # 0. Further, by the argument given in 
case (i) of this proof, Aik Akj = Ai) for all k such that i + 1 < k <j - 1, 
and we conclude Pij = A,j, 
Cases (i)-(iv) imply that Pij = Aij for any indices i and j in M, and it follows 
that A is sign idempotent. n 
At the end of Section 2, in Theorem 2.8, we proved that it is necessary to 
determine the sign pattern of each off-diagonal block Aij of a reducible sign 
idempotent matrix using the upper diagonal completion process. Lemma 3.3 
implies that the completion process is sufficient for sign idempotence. 
Consequently we have proved the following: 
THEOREM 3.4. A reducible sign-pattern matrix A, in modified Frobenius 
normal form, each of whose nonzero diagonal blocks is entywise positive (up 
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to equivalence, as in Lemma 1.11, is sign idewlpotent if and only if the sign 
pattern of each ojj-diagonal block is obtained using the upper diagonal 
completion process. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. The matrix in Example 2.7 is sign idempotent, since the 
sign pattern of each off-diagonally block was determined using the comple- 
tion process. a 
A second characterization of sign idempotence in graph theoretic terms is 
given below. 
THEOREM 3.6. A reducible sign-pattern matrix A, in vvwdified Frobenius 
normal form, each of whose nonzero diagonal blocks is entywise positive (up 
to equivalence), is sign idempotent if and only RD( A) is transitively closed. 
Proof. Necessity of the condition stated in Theorem 3.5 follows from 
Theorem 3.4 and Lemmad 3.1 and 3.2. Conversely, assume RD( A) is 
transitively closed. Then sufficiency follows from the argument given in the 
proof of Lemma 3.3. n 
4. REMARKS 
Suppose P is a property a real matrix may or may not have. A sign-pattern 
matrix A is said to require P if every real matrix in Q< A) has property P, or 
to ullow P if some real matrix in @A) has property P ([7], 121, or [3]). Let A 
be a given sign-pattern matrix, and let P be the property “B in Q(A) implies 
B” is in Q< A).” Th en sign idempotent patterns require P, that is, every 
matrix in the sign pattern class of A has property P. However A can be sign 
idempotent and not allow idempotence. for example, if 
then A is sign idempotent. However, simple algebraic calculations show that 
no real matrix in the sign-pattern class of A is idempotent. Identifying the 
sign idempotent sign patterns and identifying the arbitrary sign patterns that 
allow idempotence are provocative open questions for future research. 
It is known from Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.3 of [4] (see also [5]>, in 
somewhat different terms, that an irreducible cyclically nonnegative matrix is 
signature similar to an entrywise nonnegative matrix. Since most interesting 
IDEMPOTENTSIGNPATTERNS 
properties are preserved under signature similarity, the class of cyclically 
nonnegative matrices is a natural generalization of the class of entrywise 
nonnegative matrices. From Sections 1 and 2, we know that the class SI is a 
subclass of the class of cyclically nonnegative sign patterns. One interesting 
question for future study is to investigate this class and determine if it 
contains any subclasses of particular importance. Another open question is to 
extend the notion of sign idempotence and characterize the sign patterns for 
which k is the smallest positive integer such that A = Akt I. 
I would like to thank Professor Charles R. Johnson for his time and 
helpful suggestions. 
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